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IIMs, Alumni Criticise HRD Bill
Say the HRD ministry’s proposed Bill would curtail the freedom of the premier business schools & may bring down standards
Vishal Dutta,
Anumeha Chaturvedi
& Sreeradha D Basu

Ahmedabad | New Delhi | Mumbai: Chairpersons of the Indian Institutes of Management at Ahmedabad, Bangalore and Lucknow
criticised the Indian Institutes of
Management Bill, 2015, proposed by
the human resource development
ministry. They and other top executives said the legislation will curtail
the freedom of India’s premier business schools and lead to the deterioration of standards.
"The new Bill gives sweeping powers
to the government, which makes the
institution only an operational centre
while all the major directions and approvals are allowed only from the
Centre,” said AM Naik, chairman of
IIM Ahmedabad. “This would be detrimental to the management institutes in India — not only for IIM-A but
for other IIMs as well. The current
Bill if passed would take away the autonomy of the institution.”
The matter has been raised with
the HRD ministry, said Naik, also
group executive chairman of Larsen & Toubro. “We have written
about why this should not be implemented in the present shape,” he
said. “Our director is in consultation with the officials.”
On whether the matter would be escalated to Prime Minister Narendra

Modi, Naik said, “Currently, the
matter is too small to raise with the
PM. We will discuss at a certain level
and we expect that finally sense
would prevail.” The HRD minister is
Smriti Irani.
Kiran Mazumdar Shaw, chairperson of IIM Bangalore, pointed to two
clauses in the Bill. “Clauses 35 and 36
are a matter of concern to us as well
and we have raised these concerns to
the ministry,” said Shaw, also chairperson and managing director of
Biocon. “These clauses compromise
the autonomy of the Board and the
institution, as the government will
override the decisions of the Board.
Once appointed, the Board members
need to be allowed to function on
their own. If we want the IIMs to develop as world-class institutions, we
need a Board that is focused on that.”
According to JJ Irani, chairman of
IIM-Lucknow, the draft Bill was discussed with those impacted and by
and large there was a meeting of
minds on how to pass on greater autonomy to the institutes.
“Surprisingly and unfortunately,
when the recent draft was circulated, we were very disappointed to see
that two sections — Nos 35 and 36 —
have been inserted, which in effect
negate the whole purpose of the
bill,” he said. “According to these
sections, for all decisions the sanctions have to be approved by the ministry. In effect, the independence of
the institutes is totally withdrawn. It
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The new Bill gives
sweeping powers to
the government,
which makes the
institution only an
operational centre while
all the major directions
and approvals are allowed
only from the Centre
is much worse than the present position. Obviously, the faculty of the
IIMs will not accept such a situation.
We have all sent in written comments to this effect.” If the Board
members do something that’s questionable, there are enough provisions to take care of that, Shaw said.
Other industry veterans and IIM
alumni advocated freedom for the
top management institutes.
“I just feel that the IIMs and IITs (Indian Institutes of Technology) are
those Indian institutes that got us
global recognition,” said Shikha
Sharma, managing director and
CEO of Axis Bank and an IIM-A
alumnus. “We need to empower

them to take us further and give
them the freedom they deserve so
they can improve their global rankings and do even better.”
A Board member at one of the top
IIMs said the push to take control is
not a welcome move.
“It will lead to deterioration in
standards. We only have to look at
government schools and colleges to
see how they are being run. The government should stick to providing
oversight instead of interfering in
the working of autonomous bodies,”
said the person, who didn’t want to
be named. IIM-A alumnus and Icra
chairman Arun Duggal also pointed
to the bid to curb autonomy.

“While the proposed IIM Bill has certain good provisions, clauses 35 and 36
and other such restrictions are retrograde,” said Duggal, also chairman of
the Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry’s Centre for
Corporate Governance. “IIMs should
have independent governing bodies
with no interference and control by
the government. They should be able
to set their own admission procedures, pay scales, faculty policies, etc.
There should be competition among
IIMs to attract the best students, faculty and funding.”
The goal should be to have worldclass management institutes in India
that can compete with Harvard, Stanford, London Business School, Insead
etc. This can only be achieved by maximum freedom to the governing bodies
of IIMs and minimal government control and interference, Duggal said. A
good starting point will be for the government to examine how much control the US government exercises on
business schools such as Harvard and
Stanford, he said. “Hope minimum
government, maximum governance
wisdom prevails,” he said, referencing a Modi administration slogan.
At IIM Calcutta, the faculty council
met on Wednesday to discuss the issue. On Thursday, the institute had a
normal Board meeting scheduled.
“There were suggestions from the faculty conveyed to the chairman for
board consideration,” said IIM Calcutta director Saibal Chattopadhyay.

Real Estate Cos Now Home
in on Housing for Seniors

Mumbai Office Rentals
Drop 4% in Q1 as CBD
Loses Out to Suburbs

Despite a slowdown in
the sector, demand for
specially-designed
homes for seniors rises

Nariman Point
rates down 3.4% in a
year, finds survey

Ravi Teja Sharma, Tasmayee Laha
Roy, Kailash Babar & Sobia Khan

New Delhi | Kolkata | Mumbai |
Bengaluru: Real estate developers in
the country are increasingly turning
to a mostly untapped segment where
demand is on the rise — senior homes
— even as there’s a slowdown in the
overall housing market. Builders such
as Tata Housing, Paranjape Schemes,
Adani Realty, Silverglades and Brigade have started setting up specially
designed homes targeted at well-to-do
seniors who have enough money and
might want to live independently after
retirement. And, unlike old-age
homes of the past, most these senior
home projects are part of larger projects and townships.
“Today, builders realise that this
could be a differentiating factor in
their projects and could attract an entirely new market, which has been untapped so far,” said Arun Gupta, chief
executive officer at Age Ventures India, a private, non-profit trust that
works with builders to design and
manage senior homes. The growth opportunity is big — in 2012, India had
100 million senior citizens and the
number is expected to double by 2030.
“India currently contributes less
than 1% of the global senior living industry,” said Manish Kumar, managing director for strategic consulting
at property consultancy JLL India,
highlighting the huge demand
and supply gap of the sector — and its
growth potential.
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Such projects accommodate
10% of seniors in the US and 4%
in Australia

Likely to reach around
320 million, constituting
20% of the country’s total
population by 2050

India contributes less than 1% of the
global senior living industry

According to JLL India, there are
around 30-35 senior living projects in
the country. So, what are the facilities
senior home projects offer?
Usually, one or two bedroom units;
most of these homes have wider doors
and bigger bathrooms for wheelchair
access. Other finer details builders
keep in mind include positioning grab
rails at strategic places and ensuring
that switch points are at wheelchair
height rather than at the bottom. The
apartment complexes come with facilities such as physio rooms, doctor-oncall, nurses and a common dining
room if someone doesn’t want to cook.
Gupta of Age Ventures said a lot of
people in the 54-72 age bracket have
been buying these senior homes because they want to live independently.
He said Age Ventures has tie-ups with
hospitals to provide medical care to seniors living in the homes it manages.
The firm has, for example, tied up with
Columbia Asia Hospital in Ahmedabad
where it is working with Adani Realty
for a senior home project. Similarly, it
has tie-ups with Artemis in Gurgaon
for a Silverglades project and NH Hospitals in Bengaluru for a Prestige project. Adani Realty is building a senior
home project within its township pro-

ject Shantigram in Ahmedabad. “Till
now there were no service providers catering to this segment. Most facilities
for seniors were run by charitable
trusts and were mostly for the lower income category,” says Dipesh Roy, vice
president, marketing, at Adani Realty.
Paranjape Schemes has so far developed six such projects — five in Pune
and one in Bengaluru — under its
brand specifically for senior living,
Athashri. Company chairman Shrikant Paranjape said it will start three
more projects in the country this financial year and is also reviewing three
projects in San Jose, USA, to finalise
one to target senior Indians living there.
Om Ahuja, CEO, residential, at Bengaluru-based Brigade Group, said many
friends are coming in groups to buy assisted living homes primarily keeping
in mind their retirement. “People who
are in their early and mid-40s are planning for future and are investing in retirement or assisted living homes as the
children will eventually settle down
abroad post study,” he said.
Tara Singh Vachani, CEO at Antara
Senior Living, which has a project
coming up in Dehradun, said, “Priority for Antara is to create vibrant residential communities.”

Mumbai: Mumbai, the country’s commercial capital, has
witnessed a 4% drop in average
prime office rentals in the first
quarter ended March. Exorbitant real estate prices and a
shift in demand from Mumbai’s
Central
Business
District
(CBD) Nariman Point to secondary business districts like
the Bandra-Kurla Complex in
the suburbs have resulted in
the drop in rentals.
The city’s CBD Nariman Point
has been steadily losing its edge
over the past five to six years
and rentals here have slipped
3.4% in the past one year. In an
earlier report, JLL had also
noted that Nariman Point is unlikely to re-emerge as Mumbai’s power centre. With a 4%
drop in office rentals, Mumbai
has performed better than only
two cities, showed a global survey conducted by property consultancy Jones Lang LaSalle
(JLL). Only Sao Paulo and Moscow, with 5% and 24% depreciation, respectively, fared worse
in comparison among central
business districts (CBDs) of
leading cities across the world.
Mumbai figures among those
global financial centres that
saw a fall in prices. Moscow and
Sao Paulo, which are also financial centres of these emerging
economies, are in the red.

Among mature economies, only Brussels and Paris figure in
the red while Frankfurt sits on
the edge. Most other cities such
as Sydney, New York, Tokyo and
London remain in the black.
Brussels and Paris were the
two other cities which saw 4%
and 3% depreciation, respectively. Frankfurt was the only
city that saw no change. London
was the top performer with a
12% increase in rents followed
by Tokyo at 7%, Shanghai,
Hong Kong and New York — all
three at 4%, Dubai at 3% and
Sydney at 1%. The calculations
were made in local currencies
and the survey
tracks only the
central business
districts across
these cities.
Only Sao
“Long-term
Paulo and
differ
Moscow, with trends
from short-term
5% and 24%
depreciation, trends; the latter
respectively, being mere influences. The fall in
fared worse
than Mumbai Mumbai
CBD
rentals could be
due to a short-term influence.
The contrast in Mumbai’s office market is that the city has
17% vacancy, which is not
healthy, but at the same time,
there is gentle appreciation
seen in rentals owing to a demand revival,” said Ashutosh
Limaye, national director, research, JLL India.
As demand for residential
properties moves towards the
suburbs, so does the demand for
office spaces. As part of this
trend, Bandra-Kurla Complex
(BKC) is now the de-facto CBD
of Mumbai, the report said.

Pakistan Stumps India, Rolls Out S Asia’s First REIT
Dolmen City’s offering
gets subscribed 1.7
times; eyes net income
of $22 m in first year
Maulik.Vyas@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: India 0 v/s Pakistan 1. It’s
not the outcome of an ODI series between the traditional rivals, but a
progress card on reforms in the
world of real estate. At a time when
Indian realtors and investors are
struggling to roll out real estate investment trusts (REITs) amid regulatory complications and tax uncertainties, Pakistan has gone ahead to
launch South Asia’s first REIT at a
premium of 10% to the offer price,
earlier this month.
A REIT is a financial instrument
where the underlying asset is real

estate. The rental income from the
property assets are distributed by
the trust as dividends to the investors or unit holders of the trust.
Typically, therefore, a REIT invests
in completed, revenue-generating
commercial real estate assets.
In mid-June, Pakistan-based Dolmen City launched its REIT offering that got subscribed 1.7 times. It
owns a commercial property, which
has a mix of mall and office space
and an occupancy of 96%. The company expects a net income of $21.9
million in the first year, while dividends are expected at $20.7 million.
This was also the first REIT listing
in Pakistan after the country came
out with the regulations. Interestingly, yields for the Dolmen City REIT’s investors in the first year are a
percentage point lower than the
current yields on Pakistan’s government securities (GSec) that are
now trading at 9.75%. Typically,
world over, REITs notes trade at a
positive spread. This was based on

In the Game
Dolmen City expects a
net income of $21.9 m
in the first year
Dividends are
expected at

$20.7 m

Yields for the Dolmen City REIT’s
investors in the first year are a
percentage point lower than yields
on Pakistan’s GSecs that are now
trading at 9.75%

an estimation of rental income
from the asset, 90% of which will be
distributed back to investors. But
even then, there were few global investors who bought the story; allocation to HNIs/institutional investors was only 0.6%.
Pakistan has streamlined the process significantly to make it attractive
for investors. For example, their RE-

Civil Aviation Ministry Clears Proposal
for Setting Up Second Airport in NCR
Our Bureau & Agencies

New Delhi: The civil aviation ministry on Thursday
cleared a proposal for setting
up a second airport in the National Capital Region of Delhi. “The proposal, cleared by
the civil aviation ministry on
Thursday, would soon be sent
to the Cabinet for its approval, minister of state for civil
aviation Mahesh Sharma
was quoted by PTI.
GMR Group, which oper-

ates the Indira Gandhi International Airport here, would
be preferred for developing
the proposed airport, Sharma added.
Sources in the know, however, say that the approval from
the UP government for an airport in Jewar near Noida is
still awaited.
The airport in Jewar was
proposed by the erstwhile
Mayawati-led Uttar Pradesh
government and the United
Progressive Alliance (UPA)
government had formed a

group of ministers (GoM) to
decide on the issue.
This government already
had acquired over 2,000 acres
for the proposed airport but
the UP government led by Samajwadi Party has not given
a go-ahead for the project yet.
According to Sharma, GMR
Group — the majority stakeholder in the venture that operates the Delhi International Airport — is proposed to
be accorded the right of first
refusal with regard to the
new project.

ITs attract a withholding tax of 10%
(in line with mutual fund taxation)
with no further tax liability for individual investors. Moreover, the regulators there have agreed to concessional tax regime for transfer of an
asset into a REIT with significant reduction in stamp duty across the region. In comparison, in India — despite the recent relaxations on
taxability like MAT exemption, tax
pass through to REIT — and simplification of structuring, the REIT-controlled special purpose vehicles
(SPVs) are still subject to corporate
and dividend distribution tax (DDT),
which limits the pass through nature
of REITs. This makes it imperative
on the SPV to restructure in order to
reduce the tax blow.
Analysts feel that while debt infusion at SPVs could improve the
yields of the instrument, a simplified structure allowing tax passthrough would improve transparency and improve visibility of returns
to investors. “Indian REITs in the

current form have a significant tax
disadvantage with double taxation
in SPV-REIT structure and high
transaction cost in direct holding
structure,” said Abhishek Anand of
JM Financial in his report on India
REITs on June 12. “We believe tax regime needs to work towards simplifying the domestic REIT structure,
and needs to reduce double taxation
in order to make returns more attractive for investors.”
“Typically, a REIT is successful in
the mature economies where it
gives returns of 7 to 9% and government securities gives returns in the
range of 1.5 to 2.5%,” says Hemal
Mehta, senior director of Deloitte.
“While, in India, government securities gives risk-free returns in the
range of 8 to 9% and hence, to make
this instrument very attractive, fiscal benefits like dividend distribution tax, minimum alternate tax
and capital gains should be waived
off to make the REIT attractive for
Indian investors.”
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ASHISH DANDEKAR
MD, CAMLIN FINE SCIENCES

Camlin Scion
Writes His Own
Success Story

Sabarinath.Muralidharan@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: In this age of ecommerce, you would rarely
find next-generation scions in prominent business families plunging into risky manufacturing business and
transforming it into a profitable one in the face of odds.
But Ashish Dandekar, third generation scion of the Camlin Group, which made school stationery products such
as geometry box a household name, will be reckoned in
the business world precisely for this bold initiative.
This 52-year old management graduate from Temple University carved out an independent identity for himself by
distancing himself from the flagship family business,
founded by his grandfather DP Dandekar along with his
brother GP Dandekar in 1931.
Food anti-oxidant and ingredient producer Camlin
Fine Sciences, promoted by Ashish, doubled its consolidated net profit to `. 55 crore on a turnover of `. 568 crore
during the year-ended March 31, 2015. The company’s net
profit jumped to `. 55 crore from `. 7.1 crore during the fouryear period between FY11 and FY15 with a compounded
annual growth rate of 66.8%. Its market capitalisation
rose 2.2 times in the past 12 months to `. 995 crore.
What makes his journey unique among third generation
business peers is the brazen path he chose, littered as it
was, with hurdles.
Ashish used a conventional strategy of creating forward
and backward integration strategies to cut cost and
emerge as the world’s largest producer of tertiary butyl
hydroquinone (TBHQ) and butylated hydroxyanisole
(BHA) — antioxidants used to preserve food.
“My strategy focuses on cost leadership. Global leadership creates a comfort zone which leads to the dilution of
focus on cost leadership,” said Ashish who is also the managing director of Camlin Fine Sciences.
Ashish, son of Subhash
Dandekar, had his share of
failures before he smelt sucON HURDLES
cess. Ironically, those failures created situations that
eventually created his opportunities. Not a good student
at school, Ashish dropped
out of science degree course
from Mumbai’s KC College,
and then studied economics
at Jai Hind College.
While his cousins stuck
their neck out in Camlin,
Ashish chose to pursue a
management degree in Philadelphia. He returned to
India with a strong conviction to manage his own business. When he turned 27 in 1991, he took charge of the
family-owned pharma company managed by his father
and uncles. Ashish struggled for the first four years till he
got to know the prospects of TBHQ. Global TBHQ industry, then, was dominated by Eastman Chemicals.
Camlin set up a plant at Tarapore in 1995-96. “I travelled across the world and replaced Eastman in many
markets. Today, we control around half the global market,” said Ashish. His company expanded into another
anti-oxidant product BHA. As the turnover grew, Ashish acquired the stake of his cousins from the company
via a demerger process in 2006. This was the time when
his friend Nirmal Momaya and old Camlin executive
Dattatraya R Puranaik came on board. “Ownership and
management are different. Ashish does not wear the hat
of an owner,” said Momaya.
These additions to the senior management level helped
him to broad-base the business, cut costs and become a
global leader. Backward integration was the solution to
scale up business. Camlin was looking for a facility to
manufacture the intermediate hydroquinone. It came to
know about Norwegian major Borregard putting its Italian facility on the block.
Camlin bought the company for $2 million but inherited
a loss-making catechol business. After two years, Camlin
discovered a formula to manufacture Vanillin from catechol. Sales from Italian operations were `. 300 crore during
the last financial year. Camlin will invest another `. 200
crore to set up a hydroquinone plant in India which will
make it the world’s second largest producer. Camlin Fine
Science’s headquarters in Mumbai’s Andheri still radiates old-world charm. But executives from its Italian and
Brazilian plants frequent the place, giving it the character of a multinational. This character without the size to
compete with chemical giants such as Eastman can pose
a serious threat. But Camlin Fine Science’s underlying
business philosophy could offer a way out: size does not
matter as long as you are in control of your costs.
(With inputs from Ramkrishna Kashelkar)

Dandekar’s journey is unique
because the
path he chose
was littered
with hurdles

